PROJECT UPDATE

- The second tower crane at the James McCune Smith Learning Hub has been dismantled.
- The new crossing at the University Main Gate is now completed with the crossing fully operational. Works for the second pedestrian crossing have now commenced outside the Boyd Orr Building. This will involve the same traffic management system of one lane lasting until February 2020 (see overleaf).
- Drainage works have commenced on University Place. A one way system will remain in operation here until 2021, please follow the vehicle and pedestrian walkways and signage as directed.
- Scaffolding works have started on Church Street outside the Surgery Building to enable demolition of the Surgery Building. Diverted foot traffic will be in place till February 2020
- The Clarice Pears Institute of Health and Wellbeing project will commence in November 2019 at the north-east corner of the Western Campus, adjacent to University Place.
The Multiplex University of Glasgow Campus Development project team attended The Bridges Programmes Job Fair. The Bridges Programmes organisation helps by supporting refugees by giving access to employment opportunities in Glasgow. Multiplex alongside DWP members help give support and advice to refugees looking for employment, provided information of the University of Glasgow Campus Development project. “As a former refugee myself, I understand that employment means more than just a job. It’s a stepping stone into the long journey of integration” Scottish Refugee Council, Sabir Zazai.

Calum’s Cabin is a charity created to help young people and their families suffering from cancer or cancer-related disease, providing holiday homes for families to spend quality time together. Calum’s Cabin now provide flats in Glasgow for the families who are required to travel. The charity purchased a new flat in Glasgow and reached out to Multiplex for support painting and wall-papering the new flat ready for families to move in.

Baxter & Gillespie, currently on site delivering the decoration to the Learning & Teaching Hub, kindly agreed to paint and wall-paper the entire flat.